Common Vision, Shared Cause

As a not-for-profit, health system membership organization, the Scottsdale Institute aims to advance healthcare’s digital transformation within an equitable, consumer-centered, community health framework via collaboration, education and networking. Comprising over 60 not-for-profit health systems and academic medical centers, Members connect through intentionally small, authentic and informal forums with a common objective: Leveraging technology to improve delivery while tackling tough healthcare topics with grace and expertise, thereby strengthening IT-enabled performance, sharing best practices and cultivating deep relationships. For today’s timely issues, SI brings the right audiences together to address healthcare challenges both urgent (e.g., COVID-19) and long-term.

Member Benefits

**Annual Conference, Scottsdale AZ:** This Members-only networking event convenes 125+ Member C-Suite leaders in an intimate setting to share candid discussions and spur innovative thinking.

**Affinity Groups:** Organized by common C-suite titles and/or responsibilities, Affinity Groups share best practices, lessons learned and solutions gained. Current groups include Analytics, CISOs, Social Determinants of Health, Innovation and more, providing executive learning via Dialogues and virtual/in-person Summits.

**Webinars, Summits, Dialogues & Roundtables:** Over 150 events are offered annually, featuring industry thought leaders, top executives and healthcare innovators, with thousands of Member attendees to help advance strategic healthcare topics—from informatics to operations, and IT innovation to digital care delivery. Members may access recorded webinar sessions at any time.

**Faculty:** Our technology presenters and subject matter experts number nearly 800 and represent 200 organizations.

**Publications:** SI produces compelling interviews, videos, articles, whitepapers and news. Unique publications feature Member experts, C-Suite Member 1:1 interviews, Harvard Business Review and Summit/Conference reports and articles. Unpublished recaps from Dialogues and webinars are posted privately via Teams.

**Health IT Benchmarking & Surveys:** Providing custom Board reports using normalized comparisons of IT, security expenses and staffing, SI utilizes data from 53 IT benchmarking organizations and 35 Member organizations which represent nearly 600 hospitals and over 10,000 ambulatory facilities. Participation is free and membership is not required. Collaboration is encouraged and facilitated by request. SI also partners in custom queries via surveys between Members.